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Wednesday, April 11, 2018. Nineteen happy faces from the CCRKA are at an airport,
somewhere in Canada, from PEI to BC. They are on their way to join sensei Higashi for a tour in
Japan that will surely become history, at least in their own lives.
Narita airport, Tokyo. All nineteen faces, still thrilled despite the
long flight, are collected successfully by the guide. No-one
missing, amazing! Off to the domestic terminal, for another 3
hour flight to Okinawa. Arrival in Naha, Okinawa, at 21:05 local
time, to the welcome of Shimabukuro sensei. The 19 “warriors”,
by now rather drowsy, quickly find out sleeping will have to wait
a bit: There is a welcome dinner organized at Jinanbou, where a
wealth of fabulous Okinawan
food, ..and sake, is waiting for
us. Even the venomous snakelaced sake tasted wonderful! ..
Later that night, the pillows of
the hotel rooms received a
bunch of elated, if not
somewhat spaced-out, heads into their feathers.
April 13. The real excitement starts:
Two training sessions with sensei
Simabukuro, world master of Shorin
Ryu, and long-lost friend of sensei
Higashi, who says: “He owes hosting
us for as visit since he beat me in that
famous kumite match in Japan”! Our
workouts were held at the one-anda-half year-old immaculate
Okinanawa Karate center (“karate
kaikan”), now part of a newly
recognized martial arts historical
World-Heritage site. The massive
one-story construction
accommodates a number of spacious
dojos, all arranged around one magnificent hall: A “Four-competition-mats” sized flawless
wooden floor surrounded by spectacular rows of bleachers made of Okinawan pine. The
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intense atmosphere of Okinawan martial arts history is palpable

The visit of the martial arts history museum inside the building,
combined with our learning of the
promotional kata developed by
Shimabukuro sensei “fukyu kata”,
completed these truly life-changing
3 days in Okinawa. Let alone the
evening at the “DOJO bar” where a
few found an unreachable spot on
the bar’s wall to inscribe a message
of CCRKA’s visit between the
multitude of others from around the World, for posterity…
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April 16, off to Kumamoto, an hour and 15 minute flight away. One of the highlights of the
entire tour was of course the visit with sensei Kugizaki and his group. The warmth of the
welcome from “the always smiley” sensei Nagata, sensei Yamazaki, and of course from sensei
Kugizaki, was simply overwhelming. We had the tremendous privilege to be hosted by sensei
Kugizaki for a great training session in his hombu dojo. There, we lived the emotional
presentation of the 10th dan title by sensei Higashi to sensei Kugizaki.
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Other intense moments included a colossal dinner at sensei
Kugizaki’s home, the visit of O’sensei’s gravesite, and heavenly
hot springs … and of course the local delicacy of Mount Aso:
Bovine foreskins! By the end of the day, clouds blew in with a
drizzle, just to remind us that this country was supposed to be
humid and rainy …
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Sadly, time to leave arrives on April 19. Off to Hiroshima, on the
spectacular Shinkanzen. There we shared the intensity of the
Peace Memorial and the Atomic Bomb Dome. From there, all
enjoyed a wonderful ferry ride and afternoon walk around
Miyajimaguchi island, and its world-renown Itsukushima Shrine Otorii Gate.

April 20. Departure for Kyoto, on the Sinkanzen. If we are lucky, we might even be able to see
the magnificent, but always cloud-covered, Mt Fuji from the train. And of course, as we “flew”
by in the train, the sky was blue, and the view was absolutely perfect!
In the evening, the group had a
few good laughs at the samurai
kembu theatre, costumed and
learning with real kembu
masters: We were given the
opportunity to “play samurai” a
little ourselves… sensei Higashi
even commented we all were all
hugely talented and could easily
fill the part (I think that is what
he said…).
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The next day, a bus took the
entire crew to the fantastic Nijo
castle. The sun was hot, the sky
was blue, for the 11th day in a
row, in fact since our arrival!
In the afternoon, a leisurely
walk around an extraordinary
“Golden Temple”, Kinkakuji
Temple. The brilliance of the
golden leafs coating the entire
structure was as glaring as the
cheeriness of our group.
Consistent with the few “new
developments” to be expected
during a trip like this one (…), it
was decided to travel back to
Kyoto and our hotel instead of
driving another few hours to
visit the Arashiyama Bamboo
Grove. That “end-of-the-day
drink” was simply magic.

After yet another opulent breakfast at our hotel, the group leaves Kyoto for Shinagawa, Tokyo,
in the Shinkansen Hikari. Welcome rain comes in overnight, if it was not for the planned visit of
Mt Fuji the next day… Sure enough, the morning is grey and rainy. Not to be deterred, our crew
loads up in the motor coach. After 1.5 hours of a drive under an overcast sky, and at times
through thick fog, we approach Mt Fuji National Park. Some faces express concern… But of
course, as soon as we pass the gates, the clouds disappear and Mt Fuji appears against an
intense blue sky!.. Amazing. We arrive at Station 5, the highest you can drive to on Mt Fuji, at
2500 m altitude. The path to the stunning summit (3776 m), still closed for avalanche reasons,
is tempting to some... Instead, a few volcanic rocks collected as souvenirs will have to satisfy
that curiosity.
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It is with glowing
satisfaction that our CCRKA
gang gets back on the bus to
drive down the sunny slopes
of the volcano… back into
cold drizzle and fog. Luck
does smile to those who
search it!! After a shortened
visit of Hakone National
Park, and a boat tour on its
turquoise lake surrounded
by forested hills in thick
clouds, the motor coach
takes us back to Tokyo and
our hotel. An “all you can
eat” barbecue dinner with a
few welcome drinks
quenched hunger and thirst.
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The next day, it is time to
put on the gi’s once more,
with the opportunity to
train in sensei James
Hatch’s dojo. The
humidity and the heat,
combined with days of
visits and good food,
synergize to liberate a few
buckets of sweat. Twenty
five or so smiling faces
training hard together
illustrate once again the
tightness of our Chito-Ryu
family.

The next day, a tour of Tokyo city generates another set of
bright memories, from the top of the “Eiffel-like” Tokyo tower,
to a quick visit of the Imperial Palace and a river cruise on the
Sumida River. But to most, the afternoon visit of the Shinjuku
Gyoen budhist garden and its 500 year-old cluster of bonsai
trees was surely the most memorable. The peace emanating
from the gardens and trees, underscored by a glassy pond filled
with huge koi fish, combined to elate the minds and erase the
surrounding 14 million people city. A perfect ending for a 2
week trip so rich in exhilarating contrasts.

April 25. The entire group is sitting in the coach for Narita airport. The entire group? Almost…:
Finally a day when two souls (not to be named here, hahaha) made it at the very last second, so
as to just not miss the flight!
In Kumamoto and throughout this expedition, it was made very clear to all that Chito Ryu’s
future looks brilliant and rooted in brotherhood: Together, sensei Higashi as well as sensei
Kugizaki, and all their followers, want to protect and promote the traditions of Chito Ryu in the
World. What better fitting image to close this chronicle than that of both masters’ hands locked
as in our emblem and holding our logo?
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Thank you sensei Higashi for organizing this truly special adventure, and allowing us to
assemble such precious memories!
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